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We define a notion of a feasible Scott family of formulas for a feasible
model and give various conditions on a Scott family which imply that two
models with the same family are feasibly isomorphic. For example, if A
and B possess a common strongly p-time Scott family and both have
universe [1]*, then they are p-time isomorphic. These results are applied
to the study of permutation structures, linear orderings, equivalence rela-
tions, and Abelian groups. For example, conditions on two permutation
structures (A, f ) and (B, g) are given which imply that (A, f ) and
(B, g) are p-time isomorphic. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper develops various notions of feasible Scott families which provide
sufficient conditions to guarantee that a given feasible model is feasibly categorical,
i.e., is unique up to feasible isomorphisms in a sense which will be made precise
below. Thus this paper continues the study of feasible or complexity theoretic
model theory which has been developed by the authors in a series of papers [17].
See [8] for a recent survey of complexity theoretic model theory. We note that the
focus of complexity theoretic model theory is different from classical complexity
theory. For example, a central focus of classical complexity theory has been to
determine the complexity of certain classes of finite models. A classic example is the
graph-coloring problem, where it is known that the family of finite graphs which
can be 3-colored is a complete NP class. Feasible model theory studies existence
and uniqueness questions for infinite models where the underlying operations and
relations are feasible, i.e., where the operations and relations are in some well-
known complexity class such as polynomial time, exponential time, polynomial
space, etc. Thus in feasible model theory, one would fix a polynomial time graph
G and study the complexity of the set of proper colorings of G as was done by the
authors in [4].
Let |=[0, 1, ...] denote the set of natural numbers. Let ( , ) denote some fixed
recursive pairing function which maps |_| onto |. Let ,e, n denote the n-ary par-
tial function on ([0, 1]*)n computed by the e th Turing machine. Then we say that
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a structure A=(A, [RAi ]i # S , [ f
A
i ]i # T , [c
A
i ]i # U) (where the universe A of A is a
subset of [0, 1]*) is recursive if A is a recursive subset of [0, 1]*, S, T, and U are
initial segments of |, the set of relations [RAi ]i # S is uniformly recursive in the
sense that there is a recursive function G such that for all i # S, G(i)=(ni , ei) ,
where RAi is an ni-ary relation and ,ei , ni computes the characteristic function of
RAi , the set of functions [ f
A
i ]i # T is uniformly recursive in the sense that there is
a recursive function F such that for all i # T, F(i)=(ni , ei) , where f Ai is an ni -ary
function and ,ei, ni restricted to A
n computes f Ai , and there is a recursive function
interpreting the constant symbols in the sense that there is a recursive function H
such that for all i # U, H(i)=cAi . Note that if A is a recursive structure, then the
atomic diagram of A is recursive.
We say that a recursive structure A=(A, [RAi ]i # S , [ f
A
i ]i # T , [c
A
i ]i # U), is
polynomial time if A is a polynomial time subset of [0, 1]* and the set of rela-
tions [RAi ]i # S and the set of functions [ f
A
i ]i # T are uniformly polynomial time
in the sense that, in addition to the functions G and F defined above, there are
recursive functions G$ and F $ such that for i # S, G$(i)=mi , where for all (x1 , ..., xni)
in ([0, 1]*)ni, it takes at most (max[2, |x1 |, ..., |xni |])
mi steps to compute
,ei, ni (x1 , ..., xni) and for all i # T, G$(i)=qi where for all (x1 , ..., xni) in ([0, 1]*)
ni,
it takes at most (max[2, |x1 |, ..., |xni |])
qi steps to compute ,ei , ni (x1 , ..., xni). Note
that if A is polynomial time structure with infinitely many relation symbols or with
infinitely many function symbols, then our definition of a polynomial time structure
does not ensure that the atomic diagram of A is polynomial time. Thus we say A
is uniformly polynomial time if the atomic diagram of A is polynomial time. Note
that the fact that A is uniformly polynomial time implies, among other things, that
the sequence of run times [xmi : i # S] and [xqi : i # T] is bounded by some fixed
polynomial. Of course, if A is a structure over a finite language, then A is a poly-
nomial time structure if and only if A is a uniformly polynomial time structure.
Similar definitions may be given for other resource-bounded classes.
There are two basic types of questions which have been studied in polynomial
time model theory. First, there is the basic existence problem, i.e., is a given infinite
recursive structure A isomorphic or recursively isomorphic to a polynomial time
model. For example, the authors showed in [1, p. 24] that every recursive rela-
tional structure is recursively isomorphic to a polynomial time model and that the
standard model of arithmetic (|, +, &, } , <, 2x) with addition, subtraction, multi-
plication, order, and the 1-place exponential function is isomorphic to a polynomial
time model. The fundamental effective completeness theorem says that any
decidable theory has a decidable model. It follows that any decidable relational
theory has a polynomial time model. A more restricted kind of existence question
is whether a given recursive model is isomorphic or recursively isomorphic to a
polynomial time model which has a standard universe such as the binary represen-
tation of the natural numbers, Bin(|), or the tally representation of the natural
numbers, Tal(|)=[1n : n # |]. For example, Grigorieff [11] proved that every
recursive linear ordering is isomorphic to a linear time linear ordering which has
universe Bin(|) while Cenzer and Remmel [1, p. 25] showed that there exists a
recursive copy of the linear ordering |+|* which is not recursively isomorphic to
any polynomial time linear ordering which has universe Bin(|). Here |+|* is the
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ordering obtained by taking a copy of |=[0, 1, 2, ...] under the usual ordering
followed by a copy of the negative integers under the usual ordering.
The general problem of determining which recursive models are isomorphic or
recursively isomorphic to feasible models has been studied by the authors in [1],
[2], and [5]. For example, it was shown in [2, pp. 343348] that any recursive
torsion Abelian group G is isomorphic to a polynomial time group A and that if
the orders of the elements of G are bounded, then A may be taken to have a
standard domain, i.e., either Bin(|) or Tal(|). It was also shown in [2, p. 357] that
there exists a recursive torsion Abelian group which is not even isomorphic to any
polynomial time (or any primitive recursive) group with a standard universe.
Feasible linear orderings were studied by Grigorieff [11], by Cenzer and Remmel
[1], and by Remmel [17], [19]. Feasible vector spaces were studied by Nerode
and Remmel in [13] and [15]. Feasible Boolean algebras were studied by Cenzer
and Remmel in [1] and by Nerode and Remmel in [14]. Feasible permutation
structures and feasible Abelian groups were studied by Cenzer and Remmel in [2]
and [5]. By a permutation structure A=(A, f ), we mean a set A together with a
unary function f which maps A one-to-one and onto A. Similarly an equivalence
structure A=(A, RA) consists of a set A together with an equivalence relation.
The second basic type of problem studied in polynomial time model theory is the
problem of feasible categoricity. Here we say that a recursive model A is recursively
categorical if any other recursive model isomorphic to A is in fact recursively
isomorphic to A. Defining a natural analogue of feasible categoricity is complicated
by the fact that unlike the case of infinite recursive models, where any two infinite
recursive universes are recursively isomorphic, it is not the case that any two poly-
nomial time universes are polynomial time isomorphic. For example, Bin(|) is not
polynomial time isomorphic to Tal(|). It turns out to be more natural to define
polynomial categorical structures with respect to a fixed universe. Thus we say that
a p-time structure A with universe D[0, 1]* is p-time categorical with respect
to D if every p-time structure B with universe D which is isomorphic to A is
necessarily p-time isomorphic to A; i.e., there exist polynomial time functions f, g
such that f restricted to D is an isomorphism from A onto B and g restricted to
D is an isomorphism from B onto A. For example, the problem of feasible
categoricity for permutation structures and torsion Abelian groups was studied by
Cenzer and Remmel in [5]. The following results on polynomial time categoricity,
and other notions of computable categoricity, of permutation structures were
proved in [5].
(1) A recursive permutation structure is recursively categorical if and only if
it has only finitely many infinite orbits.
(2) If the recursive permutation structure A is not recursively categorical,
then there exist p-time structures B1 and B2 , each isomorphic to A, having the
same standard universe (either Bin(|) or Tal(|)), which are not recursively
isomorphic to each other.
(3) If the recursive permutation structure A has an infinite orbit or has
infinitely many orbits of size q, for some finite q, and infinitely many other orbits,
then there exist p-time structures B1 and B2 , each isomorphic to A, having the
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same standard universe (either Bin(|) or Tal(|)), which are not primitive recur-
sively isomorphic to each other.
(4) If A=(A, f ) and B=(B, g) are two p-time permutation structures
having only finite orbits and all but finitely many orbits have the same finite size
q, then A and B are p-time isomorphic if B=Tal(|) and are exponential time
isomorphic if B=Bin(|).
We note that Remmel [17] and Dzgoev [10] proved that a recursive linear order-
ing L is recursively categorical if and only if L has finitely many successivities, i.e.,
if and only if L has only finitely many pairs x<L y where y is an immediate suc-
cessor of x in L. Remmel showed in [19] that there is in fact no p-time categoricity
for linear orderings. That is, for any p-time linear ordering L=(B, <) with
standard universe B=Bin(|) or B=Tal(|), Remmel proved the following.
(5) If L has infinitely many successivities, then there exists a p-time ordering
L$ with universe B which is isomorphic to L but not recursively isomorphic to L.
(6) If L has only finitely many successivities, then there exists a p-time order-
ing L$ with universe B which is isomorphic to L but not primitive recursively
isomorphic to L.
These results are typical in the sense that they show that polynomial time categori-
cal structures over a standard universe are relatively rare and that polynomial time
categoricity can fail in quite strong ways. The existence questions and categoricity
questions discussed above for polynomial time models can easily be generalized to
other notions of feasible models such as exponential time and polynomial or
exponential space. The goal of this paper is to develop general conditions under
which some form of feasible categoricity can be demonstrated.
Our basic computation model is the standard multitape Turing machine of
Hopcroft and Ullman [5]. Note that there are different heads on each tape and
that the heads are allowed to move independently. This implies that a string _ can
be copied in linear time.
Let t(n) be a function on natural numbers. A Turing machine M is said to be t(n)
time bounded if each computation of M on inputs of length n where n2 requires
at most t(n) steps. A function f (x) on strings is said to be in DTIME(t) if there is
a t(n)-time bounded deterministic Turing machine M which computes f (x). For a
function f of several variables, we let the length of (x1 , ..., xn) be |x1 |+ } } } +|xn |.
A set of strings or a relation on strings is in DTIME(t) if its characteristic function
is in DTIME(t). We let
R=c[DTIME(n+c) : c0],
LIN=c[DTIME(cn) : c0],
P=i[DTIME(ni) : i0],
DEXT=c0[DTIME(2c } n)], and
DOUBEXT=c0[DTIME(22
c } n
)],
EXPTIME=c0[DTIME(2n
c
)], and in general,
DEX(S)=t(n) # S DTIME(2t(n))].
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We define the standard notions of feasibility as follows. We say that a function
f (x) is quasi-real-time if f (x) # R. (This is slightly more general than the usual
notion of real-time as computable by a Turing machine which simply reads the
input one symbol at a time from left to right (or right to left) and simultaneously
leaves the output in its place on the tape. In particular, a real-time function is
always in DTIME(n).) The function f (x) is linear time if f (x) # L, polynomial time
if f (x) # P, exponential time if f (x) # DEXT, and is double exponential time if
f (x) # DOUBEXT. We say that f (x) is exponentially feasible if f (x) # DEX(T ) for
a notion T of feasibility. In particular, if f (x) # DEX(DOUBEXT ), then f (x) is said
to be triple exponential time.
In addition to these well-known classes, we need to define two other classes.
First, we define the family of iterated exponential functions as the smallest family of
functions containing all polynomials and closed under the function 2x. A function
is said to be iterated exponential time if there is some iterated exponential function
t(n) such that for any string x, f (x) may be computed in time t( |x| ). Second, we
define the family of hyperexponential time functions as follows. Define hexp(r, n)
recursively by hexp(r, 0)=r and hexp(r, n+1)=rhexp(r, n) for each n. Then the
hyperexponential functions compose the smallest family including hr(n)=hexp(r, n)
for each r and closed under composition. A function is said to be computable in
hyperexponential time if there is some hyperexponential function t(n) such that
f ( |x| ) can be computed in time t(c |x| ) for any x. Hyperexponential functions are
primitive recursive, but they are not elementary.
The reader is referred to [12] for other basic notions of complexity theory and
to [5] or [19] for basic notions of feasible model theory.
2. FEASIBLY CATEGORICAL STRUCTURES
The specific purpose of this paper is to develop syntactic approximations of
the notion of feasible categoricity. Nurtazin [16] and Goncharov [9] provided
sufficient conditions to ensure that a model A with universe A is recursively
categorical, namely if there is a finite sequence (c0 , ..., ck&1) of elements of A and
a recursive sequence of existential formulas,
[,n(x0 , ..., xm&1 , c0 , ..., ck&1) : n<|],
called a Scott family in the extended language with names for c0 , ..., ck&1 satisfying
the following two conditions:
(1) Every a0 , ..., am&1 # A<| satisfies one of the formulas ,n ;
(2) For each n and for any two sequences (a0 , ..., am&1) and (d0 , ..., dm&1),
if A satisfies both ,n(a0 , ..., am&1, c0 , ..., ck&1) and ,n(d0 , ..., dm&1 , c0 , ..., ck&1),
then (A, a0 , ..., am&1 , c0 , ..., ck&1) is isomorphic to (A, d0 , ..., dm&1 , c0 , ..., ck&1) via
the map which sends ai to di for i<m and ci to ci for i<k.
There are three observations about polynomial time (p-time) models which affect
the notion of categoricity.
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First, there are p-time subsets of [0, 1]* which are not p-time isomorphic, for
example Bin(|) and Tal(|). Thus even the unadorned model A with no relations
or functions has p-time models which are not p-time isomorphic. In fact, for any
p-time relational structure A, there is a p-time structure B which is recursively
isomorphic to A but is not even primitive recursively isomorphic to A, see [5].
Thus we consider categoricity with respect to a fixed universe, such as Tal(|) or
Bin(|).
Second, the iteration of a polynomial time algorithm does not produce a p-time
function. For example, if f (0)=2 and f (n+1)= f (n)r, then f (n)=2r n. Therefore,
we often need to relax the complexity of the isomorphism between p-time
structures. For example, if A and B are two p-time groups both isomorphic to
the direct sum of infinitely many cyclic groups of order p, then A and B are
EXPTIME isomorphic if both have universe Tal(|) and are double-exponential
time isomorphic if both have universe Bin(|), but are not necessarily p-time
isomorphic in either case, see [5].
Third, we must consider the notion of honest witnesses. In a p-time model, the
existence of an element a such that ,(a, x0 , ..., xm&1) does not guarantee that we
can compute such an element even in primitive recursive time. Thus, for example,
there are two p-time models, both having universe Tal(|), of the simple structure
A=(A, R), where R is an infinite, co-infinite subset of A, which are not even
primitive recursively isomorphic, see [5].
These considerations lead us to define various feasible analogues of a Scott
family. For example, a Scott family [,n(x1 , ..., xm&1 , c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1) : n<|] of
existential formulas for a p-time model A with universe A, satisfying (1) and (2)
as described above, is said to be strongly p-time if there is some fixed integer r>1
such that for each m0, the following conditions are satisfied.
(3) For any finite sequence a0 , ..., am&1 of elements of A, we can compute in
time (max[2, m, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |])r a formula ,t from the list such that ,t (a0 , ...,
am&1 , c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1) holds in A.
(4) For each formula ,t (x0 , ..., xm&1 , xm , c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1) and each a0 , ...,
am&1 # A, if there exists a such that A satisfies ,t (a0 , ..., am&1 , a, c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1),
then there exists such an a with |a|(m+2)r+max[ |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |].
(5) For each ,t (x0 , ..., xm&1, xm , c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1) and each a0 , ..., am&1 # A,
if there exists a such that A satisfies ,t (a0 , ..., am&1 , a, c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1), then we can
compute an a as described in (4) in time (max[2, m, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |])r.
Recall that an n-type in a structure is a list of formulas satisfied by a particular
sequence (a0 , ..., an&1) of elements of the structure. The existence of a Scott family
for the structure implies that each type is principal ; that is, it may be defined by a
single formula. We remark that clause (4) above implies that the structure has only
finitely many types of each arity. For example, setting m=0, we see that there at
most 2r 1-types.
Theorem 1.1. If A and B possess a common strongly p-time Scott family, then
A and B are p-time isomorphic if both have universe Tal(|) and are exponential time
isomorphic if both have universe Bin(|).
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Proof. For notational convenience, we shall give the proof when the Scott
family has no parameters as the proof for Scott families with parameters is essen-
tially the same. Also for any a # |, we shall abuse notation and simply write a for
the tally representation of a when the universe is Tal(|) and write a for the binary
representation of a when the universe is Bin(|). The isomorphism . between A
and B is given by the usual back-and-forth construction. At stage n, we will have
defined finite sequences a0 , ..., an&1 and b0 , ..., bn&1 such that the map taking ai to
bi is an isomorphism from the restriction of A to [a0 , ..., an&1] to the restriction
of B to [b0 , ..., bn&1].
We begin at stage 1 with the following procedure. Let a0=0. Then compute the
formula ,t such that A satisfies ,t (a0). Next, we compute b # B such that B satisfies
,t (b) and we let b0=b.
At stage 2, there are two choices. If b0=0, then b1=1 and if b0>0, then b1=0.
Then we compute the formula ,t such that ,t (b0 , b1) holds in B. Next, we compute
a # A such that ,t (a0 , a) holds in A and we let a1=a.
In general, at stage 2m+1, we let a2m be the least a not equal to ai for any
i<2m. Then we compute the formula ,t such that ,t (a0 , ..., a2m) holds in A. Next,
we compute b=b2m such that ,t (b0 , b1 , ..., b2m&1 , b) holds in B.
At stage 2m+2, we similarly let b2m+1 be the least b not equal to bi for any
i<2m+1, we compute the formula ,t such that ,t (b0 , ..., b2m+1) holds in B and
we then compute a=a2m+1 such that ,t (a0 , ..., a2m , a) holds in A.
It is easy to see by induction that, for each m>0,
a2m2m, b2m+12m+1,
|a2m+1 |1+3r+5r+ } } } +(2m+3)r(2m+5)r+1,
and
|b2m |2r+4r+ } } } +(2m+2)r(2m+4)r+1.
We can now find an upper bound for the time required for each stage of the com-
putation. At stage 2m+1, given a0 , ..., a2m&1 and b0 , ..., b2m&1 , we require time
cm to compute a2m , for some constant c. Next, we require time (2m+4)r(r+1)
to find the required formula ,t . Then we require time (2m+2)r+(2m+2)r+1 to
compute b2m .
At stage 2m+2, we require time cm to compute b2m+1 , then time (2m+4)r(r+1)
to find the formula ,t , and finally time (2m+3)r+(2m+4)r+1 to compute a2m+1 .
Thus the total time required for each stage n is bounded by knr2+r for some fixed
constant k. It follows that the total time required for stages 1, 2, ..., m+1 is
bounded by dmr2+r+1 for some fixed constant d. Then in order to compute .(a)=b,
we must follow the construction until we find a=am and then let b=bm . Now we
know from the construction that a=am for some m2a. Thus, in tally, we need to
compute no more than 2a stages, so that we can compute .(a) in time
d(2a)r2+r+1. Since in tally |a|=a (for a>0), it follows that . is polynomial time.
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A similar argument shows that .&1 is also p-time. In binary, we only have a2|a|,
so that the first 2a stages of the construction require time
d(2a)r 2+r+1d2r2+r+12(r2+r+1) |a|.
It follows that . is exponential time and similarly that .&1 is also exponential
time. K
We apply this theorem to various models to obtain a number of corollaries. It
was shown in Theorem 3.6 of [2, p. 328] that any recursive permutation structure
with a finite upper bound on the size of the orbits, is recursively isomorphic to a
polynomial time structure with standard universe. We now have conditions under
which this structure is unique up to a p-time isomorphism.
Corollary 1.2. Let A=(Tal(|), f ) and B=(Tal(|), g) be two isomorphic
p-time permutation structures such that for some fixed integer k,
(i) for any a and a$ in the same f-orbit or in the same g-orbit,
|a$||a|+k
and
(ii) for any a0 , a1 , ..., am&1 # Tal(|) and any finite q, if there is an f-orbit of
size q or a g-orbit of size q not containing any of a0 , ..., am&1 , then there is such an
orbit containing an element a of size
|a|max[ |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |]+(m+2)k.
Then A and B are p-time isomorphic.
Proof. First observe that the sizes of the orbits are bounded by k. The Scott
family of formulas for these models may be described as follows. For each pair
(x, y) of variables, there are 2k basic formulas, f i (x)= y and c f i (x)= y for
i=0, ..., k&1. Then for any finite sequence x0 , ..., xm&1 of variables, there are 2km2
basic formulas \ f i (xh)=xj . A formula is in the Scott family if it is the conjunc-
tion of km2 such basic formulas h, i, j ,h, i, j , where each ,h, i, j is \ f i (xh)=xj .
Given a finite sequence a0 , ..., am&1 of elements of A, we obtain the formula
,(x0 , ..., xm&1) satisfied by a0 , ..., am&1 by computing f i (ah) for all i<k and com-
paring the result to each aj . Let
n=max[2, m, a0 , ..., am&1]
and suppose that f (x) can be computed in time |x| c for some c. It follows that,
for each i and j, | f i (aj)||aj | c
i
and that f i (aj) may be computed in time t, where
t|aj | c+|aj | c
2
+ } } } +|aj | c
i
nc k.
Thus we may compute a list of all the f i (aj) in total time t, where
tkmncknc k+k+1.
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For each of the km2 pairs of basic formulas \ f i (xh)=xj , we then compare f i (ah)
with aj to determine which formula is true. This can be done in time dn for suf-
ficiently large d, so that all of the comparisons can be done in total time
dkm2n2+d+k. The formula ,=,(x0 , ..., xm&1) satisfied by a0 , ..., am&1 is simply
the conjunction of these basic formulas. Thus , can be computed in time t, where
tnr, where r=dk+2k+4,
so that clause (3) in the definition of a strongly p-time Scott family is satisfied. Now
suppose that ,(a0 , ..., am&1 , a) is true for some a, where , is one of the formulas
in the Scott family. There are two cases. First, we may have a= f i (aj) for some i, j.
Thus, by (i),
|a||aj |+k.
Second, we may have a in some orbit of size q disjoint from the orbits of
a0 , ..., am&1. Then by (ii), there is some b with
|b|max[ |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |]+(m+2)k
with a similar property. It follows from the definition of the Scott family that
,(a0 , ..., am&1 , b). Thus clause (4) is satisfied. The computation of the element a is
similar in two cases. If a= f i (aj) for some i and j, then this computation can be
done in time |aj | c
i
as indicated above. If a{ f i (aj) for any i and j, then a must
belong to a new orbit and we can read the size q of that orbit from ,. Then we
search for the least b with
|b|max[ |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |]+(m+2)k,
which is different from every f i (aj) and such that f q(b)=b and f i (b){b for any
i<q. We may assume by the argument above that we have already computed the
orbits of each of the elements a0 , ..., am&1 . Then the choices for b are limited to
bn+(m+2)kn+(2n)kn2k+1
and each choice has length n2k+1. Also, there are mk values f i (aj), each of
length n+k to compare b with. Then for each b and each i, j<k, the comparison
of b with f i (aj) takes time t, where
t(n+k)2nk+2.
Since there are (mk)2 such tasks, the total time required for this comparison is
m2k2nk+2.
It is also necessary to compute f i (b) for iqk and b<n2k+1 and to check that
f i (b){b for i<q and that f q(b)=b. Each of these computations take at most
(n(2k+1))c q=nc q(2k+1) steps and the comparisons take time at most n(4k+2)cq. It is
now easily verified that clause (5) is satisfied. K
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We note that this result may be applied to permutation structures with finitely
many finite orbit sizes. For example, we can construct a model (Tal(|), f ) satisfy-
ing the hypothesis of Corollary 1.2 which has infinitely many orbits of size 2 and
infinitely many orbits of size 3. (Just alternate the orbit sizes, so that f (x)=x&1
if x=1(mod 5), f (x)=x&2 if x=4(mod 5) and f (x)=x+1 otherwise.) The
restrictions (i) and (ii) are needed, since it is shown in [5] that there are p-time
models with universe Tal(|) isomorphic to (Tal(|), f ) but not primitive recur-
sively isomorphic to (Tal(|), f ). On the other hand, if all but finitely many orbits
have the same finite size q, then it is shown that even without conditions (i) and
(ii), any p-time model with universe Tal(|) is actually p-time isomorphic to A.
Our next result was proved directly by the second author in Theorem 3.3 of [19,
p. 733]. To state that result, we need to define when a polynomial time dense linear
order without endpoints possesses quasi-real-time density functions. A p-time linear
order A=(A, <A ) is said to have quasi-real-time density functions if there exist
functions f, g, and h and a constant c such that for all a, b # A with a<A b:
(i) f (a) may be computed in time |a|+c and f (a)<A a,
(ii) g(a) may be computed in time |a|+c and a<A g(a), and
(iii) h(a, b) may be computed in time max[ |a|, |b|]+c and a<A
h(a, b)<A b.
If the run time bounds in clauses (i), (ii), and (iii) are replaced, respectively, by
c } |a|, c } |a|, and c } max[ |a|, |b|], then we say that f, g, and h are linear
time density functions of for A. Similarly if the run time bounds in clauses (i),
(ii), and (iii) are replaced, respectively, by (max[2, |a|])c, (max[2, |a|])c, and
(max[2, |a|, |b|])c, then we say that f, g, and h are polynomial time density func-
tions of A.
The second author noted in Theorem 3.4 of [19, pp. 733-734] that there exist,
over either standard universe Tal(|) and Bin(|), p-time dense linear orders
without end points having linear-time density functions and that, over the universe
Bin(|), there is a p-time dense linear order without end points having quasi-real-
time density functions.
Corollary 1.3. Let A=(Bin(|), A) and B=(Bin(|), B) be two dense
p-time linear orderings without end points and possessing quasi-real-time density
functions. Then A and B are exponential time isomorphic.
Proof. We will outline the argument. The formulas in the Scott family are con-
junctions of the basic formulas xi<xj , xi=xj . Each formula gives a complete
description of the ordering (with equalities) of the variables involved. We compute
the formula satisfied by a sequence a0 , ..., am&1 of elements of A, simply by com-
paring each pair of elements. It is easy to see that clause (3) is satisfied. Any for-
mula ,t (x0 , ..., xm&1 , xm) describes the ordering on x0 , ..., xm&1 , xm , so that it must
say one of four things about the position of xm . Either xm=xi for some i, xm<xi ,
where xixj for all jm, xm>xi , where xixj for all jm, or xi<xm<xj for
some pair i, j such that xj is the successor of xi in the ordering on [x0 , ..., xm&1].
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The quasi-real-time density functions f, g, h clearly suffice to demonstrate clause (4)
as well as clause (5). K
The conditions given in Theorem 1.1 are quite strong. Thus we consider next a
weaker version. The Scott family [,n(x1 , ..., xm&1 , c0 , ..., ck&1) : n<|] for a poly-
nomial time model A with universe A satisfying (1) and (2) is said to be strongly
exponential time if there is some fixed integer r>1 such that the following condi-
tions are satisfied, for each m0.
(3)$ For any finite sequence a0 , ..., am&1 of elements of A, we can compute
in time rm(max[2, m, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |])r a formula ,t from the list such that
,t (a0 , ..., am&1 , c0 , ..., ck&1) holds in A.
(4)$ For each ,t (x0 , ..., xm&1 , xm , c0 , ..., ck&1) and each a0 , ..., am&1 # A, if
there exists a such that A satisfies ,t (a0 , ..., am&1 , a, c0 , ..., ck&1), then there exists
such an a with |a|r } max[rm, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |].
(5)$ For each ,t (x0 , ..., xm&1 , xm , c0 , ..., ck&1) and each a0 , ..., am&1 # A, if
there exists a such that A satisfies ,t (a0 , ..., am&1, a, c0 , ..., ck&1), then we can
compute an a as described in (4)$ in time rm(max[2, m, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |])r.
Theorem 1.4. If A and B possess a common strongly exponential time Scott
family, then A and B are exponential time isomorphic if both have universe Tal(|)
and are double exponential time isomorphic if both have universe Bin(|).
Proof. Again we give the proof only in the case of a exponential time Scott
family with no parameters as the proof in the case with parameters is essentially the
same. The isomorphism . between A and B is given by the back-and-forth con-
struction described in the proof of Theorem 1.1. It is easy to see by induction that,
for each m,
a2m2m, b2m+12m+1, |a2m+1 |r2m+2, and |b2m |r2m+1.
It follows that, at stage m+1, we can compute the desired formula ,t satisfied by
(a0 , ..., am) or by (b0 , ..., bm) in time t, where
trm+1r(m+1) r=(rr+1)m+1
and we can then find the desired element bm or am in a similarly bounded time.
Thus the total time tm+1 required for stages 1, 2, ..., m+1 satisfies
tm+1d(rr+1)m+2
for some fixed constant d. It is now easy to see as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 that
the isomorphism can be computed in exponential time in tally and in double
exponential time in binary. K
We note that condition (3)$ in Theorem 1.4 can be replaced by the stronger con-
dition (3)" that the list of all formulas having m variables in the Scott family is of
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length rm and can be computed in exponential time from 1m and that the satis-
faction in A of each ,t (a0 , ..., am&1 , c0 , ..., ck&1) in the Scott family can be tested
in time t, where
t(max[2, m, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |])r.
(Thus we can find the formula ,t by trying all formulas in the list.) For a tally
universe, condition (5)$ then follows from conditions (3)" and (4)$; i.e., the element
a can be found by testing the satisfaction in A for all elements b where b
rm(max[2, m, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |])r of the formulas of m+1 variables ,t (a0 , ..., am&1 ,
b, c0 , ..., ck&1) in the Scott family. For a binary universe, there are 2r
m
elements of
length rm, so that this search takes too long. Thus if we replace condition (3)$ by
(3)" and replace condition (4)$ by condition (4) so that the possible length of am
is exponential in m, then (5)" would follow from (3)" and (4) since the search could
then be done in double exponential time.
The authors showed in Theorem 13 of [7] that any recursive equivalence struc-
ture is recursively isomorphic to a p-time structure with standard universe either
Bin(|) or Tal(|). We now have conditions under which this structure is unique up
to a p-time isomorphism.
Corollary 1.5. Let A=(B, #A) and B=(B, #B) be two polynomial time
models of an equivalence relation # such that, for some fixed integer k, both models
satisfy the following:
(i) For any a and a$ in the same A-equivalence class or in the same B-equiv-
alence class,
|a|$k } |a| if B=Tal(|)
or
n&k |a|n$n+k |a| if B=Bin(|)
where a=bin(n) and a$=bin(n$).
(ii) For any a0 , ..., am&1 # B and any finite q, if there is an A-equivalence class
of size q or B-equivalence class of size q not containing any of a0 , ..., am&1 , then there
is such a class containing an element b of size
|b|k } max[2, km, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |] if B=Tal(|)
or
|b|k(max[2, m]) if B=Bin(|).
Then A and B are exponential time isomorphic if B=Tal(|), and double exponential
time isomorphic if B=Bin(|).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 1.2, with the important dif-
ference that the cardinality of the equivalence class of a can only be determined by
comparing a with all permissible elements, whereas the cardinality of the orbit of
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a was determined simply by computing f i (a) for all i up to the maximum orbit size.
We may assume that for elements a0 , a1 # A, a0#A a1 may be checked in time
(max[ |a0 |, |a1 |])k using the same k as given in the hypothesis.
Let o(a) be the cardinality of the equivalence class of a. First observe that by (ii)
there are only finitely many possible values for o(a), since for each q=o(a), there
is a class of cardinality q containing an element b with |b|2k. For each such value
q, there is a formula .(x) so that o(a)=q if and only if .q(a). Sentences in the
Scott family are conjunctions of the form

i
,i 7 
i, j
,i, j ,
where for each i, ,i (x) is .qi (xi) for some qi , and for each i and j, ,i, j (xi , xj) is
either xi#xj or cxi#xj .
For any element a of A, we compute the cardinality of the equivalence class by
checking whether a#a$ for all possible a$ as permitted by clause (i).
In the tally case, this means that |a$|k |a|, so that there are k |a| comparisons
to make, and each comparison takes time at most (k |a| )k=kk |a|k. Thus the total
time needed is bounded by kk+1 |a| k+1.
In the binary case, there are at most 2k |a| comparisons to make, and for a large
enough so that k|a|<2|a|, each possible a$ will satisfy |a$||a|+1k |a|. Thus the
total time needed is bounded by ck |a|(k |a| )k=ckk+1 |a|k+1 for some constant c.
Given a sequence a0 , ..., am&1 of elements of A, we obtain the formula
,(x0 , ..., xm&1) satisfied by a0 , ..., am&1 by computing the cardinality of the equiv-
alence class of each ai and by checking whether ai#A aj for each pair i{ j. It
follows from the previous calculation that the total time required for the first set of
computations is bounded by
mkk+1(max[2, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |])k+2.
(using here that k2 and that (n+1)k+1nk+2 for n, k both 2). The total time
required for the second computation is bounded by
m2(max[2, a0 , ..., am&1])k.
It follows easily that condition (3)$ is satisfied.
Now suppose that ,(a0 , ..., am&1, a) is true for some a, where , is one of the for-
mulas in the Scott family. There are two cases. First suppose that , implies that
a#ai for some i. Then requirement (i) implies that there is such an a with
|a|k |ai | in the tally case and |a|(k+1) |ai | in the binary case. Thus condition
(4)$ is satisfied. Moreover, in this case, observe that the computation of the Scott
formula , above already tests all possible a#A ai , so that condition (5)$ is also
satisfied.
Next suppose that , implies that a  A ai for any i and that o(a)=q. Then condi-
tion (4)$ is immediate from requirement (ii). Hence it remains to check condition
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(5)$. Let M=k } max[km , |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |]. It clearly suffices to show that an
element a as required may be found in time Mt , for some fixed t>2k, since
Mt=kt (max[km , |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |])trm(max[ |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |])r ,
where r=k2t.
In the tally case, it follows from requirement (ii) that there are at most M
elements to check and each element b has |b|M. For each such element b, it
follows from the computation done above for condition (3)$ that o(b) may be deter-
mined in time
ckk+1 |b|k+1M2k+2
for some fixed c. Furthermore, during the computation of o(b) we may also observe
that b  A ai for each i<m without using more time. Thus the total time required
is M2k+3. So condition (5)$ is satisfied.
In the binary case, there are at most 2k(m+2)=22k(2m)kM 2k elements b to check
and each has length |b|k(m+2)M. It follows as in the tally case that b will be
found in time M2kM2k+2=M4k+2, again demonstrating condition (5)$. K
The following result, which was proved directly in [19], follows from
Theorem 1.4 by the same argument by which Corollary 1.3 was proved from
Theorem 1.1.
Corollary 1.6. Let A=(B, A) and B=(B, B) be two dense p-time linear
orderings without endpoints and possessing linear time density functions. Then A and
B are exponential time isomorphic if B=Tal(|) and double exponential time
isomorphic if B=Bin(|).
Next we give a slight modification of Theorem 1.4. Let us say that a Scott family
is strongly EXPTIME if it satisfies a slight modification of the definition of a
strongly exponential time family, that is, we replace clause (4)$ by the following
clause:
(4)" For each ,t (x0 , ..., xm&1 , xm , c0 , ..., ck&1) and each a0 , ..., am&1 # A, if
there exists a such that A satisfies ,t (a0 , ..., am&1 , a, c0 , ..., ck&1), then there exists
such an a with |a|rm } max[r, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |].
Theorem 1.7. If A and B possess a strongly EXPTIME Scott family, then A
and B are EXPTIME isomorphic if both have universe Tal(|) and are double
exponential time isomorphic if both have universe Bin(|).
Proof. The modification in the proof is that the size of am and bm is now of
order rm2, which makes the computation EXPTIME rather than exponential
time. K
This theorem can be applied to obtain a result on torsion Abelian groups. Let
o(a) be the order of a in a group G. Let G(a0 , ..., am&1) be the subgroup of G
generated by a0 , ..., am&1 . A group G is said to have bounded order (q) if there exists
a positive integer q such that o(a) divides q for all a # G, that is, q } a=0 for all
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a # G. A group G with bounded order q is said to have polynomial time linear size
divisibility if there is some fixed integer k such that for all a # G and all n<q, if
n } b=a for some b, then
(1) such a divisor b can be computed from a in time t|a|k.
(2) there exists such a divisor b with |b|k } |a|.
Corollary 1.8. Let A=(C, +A , 0A) and B=(C, +B , 0B) be two isomorphic
p-time torsion Abelian groups with bounded order and with polynomial time linear size
divisibility, where C is either Tal(|) or Bin(|). Assume that 0A=0B and that for
some fixed integer k,
(i) for any a, b # C, we can compute a+A b and a+B b in (max[2, |a| , |b|])k
steps,
(ii) for any a, b # C,
|a+A b|, |a+B b|k } max[ |a|, |b|]
and
(iii) for any a0 , ..., am&1 # C and any finite q, if there is an element of order q
not in GA(a0 , ..., am&1) or not in GB(a0 , ..., am&1), then there is such an element b
such that
|b|km } max[ |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |] if C=Tal(|).
or
b=bin(n) with nkm } max[ |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |] if C=Bin(|).
Then A and B are EXPTIME isomorphic if B=Tal(|) and are double exponential
time isomorphic if B=Bin(|).
Proof. First note that condition (iii) already implies that the groups have
bounded order, since for m=1 and a0=0, it follows that any possible order of an
element of A is realized by an element b with |b|k. We assume without loss of
generality, that the constant k given in the hypothesis is large enough to serve in
the criterion for polynomial time linear size divisibility. Let q be the least common
multiple of all the orders of elements of A, so that q } a=0 for all a # A and all
a # B. This given, the formula ,t (a0 , ..., am) simply states which of the linear com-
binations e0a0+ } } } +em am=0, where ei # Z(q). Since there are qm such formulas,
condition (3)$ is clearly satisfied.
There are two cases in the verification of conditions (4)" and (5)$. First suppose
that a # GA(a0 , ..., am&1) or a # GB(a0 , ..., am&1). Then we can compute a with
fewer than qm additions so that
|a|kmq } max[ |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |].
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In this case, the computation of a takes on the order of
kmq } max[ |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |]k
steps. More generally, suppose that the Scott sentence ,t (b, a0 , ..., am&1) gives a
linear equation eb+e0a0+...+em&1am&1=0 satisfied by a. Then a=eb may be
computed as above and b with |b|k |a| may be computed from a in time |a|k
by the hypothesis of linear time divisibility.
The second case is if a is independent of a0 , ..., am&1 . Then the Scott sentence
simply indicates the order o(a) together with the independence of a. Here we apply
clause (iii) and simply test all values tal(n) or bin(n) with nkm } max[ |a0 |, ...,
|am&1 |] until we find one with the desired properties. K
The previous versions of Scott families were more restrictive than polynomial
time. A Scott family [,n(x1 , ..., xm&1 , c0 , ..., ck&1) : n<|] for a polynomial time
model A with universe A satisfying (1) and (2) as described above is said to be
polynomial time if there is some fixed integer r>1 such that the following condi-
tions are satisfied, for each m0.
(3) p For any finite sequence a0 , ..., am&1 of elements of A, we can compute
in time (max[2, m, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |])r a formula ,t from the list such that
,t (a0 , ..., am&1 , c0 , ..., ck&1) holds in A.
(4) p For each ,t (x0 , ..., xm&1 , xm , c0 , ..., ck&1) and each a0 , ..., am&1 # A, if
there exists a such that A satisfies ,t (a0 , ..., am&1 , a, c0 , ..., ck&1), then there exists
such an a with |a|(max[2, m, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |])r.
(5) p For each ,t (x0 , ..., xm&1 , xm , c0 , ..., ck&1) and each a0 , ..., am&1 # A, if
there exists a such that A satisfies ,t (a0 , ..., am&1, a, c0 , ..., ck&1), then we can
compute such an a in time (max[2, m, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |])r.
Note that (4) p follows from (5) p and hence can be eliminated.
It is easy to see that proof of Theorem 1.1 can be easily modified to prove the
following.
Theorem 1.9. If A and B possess a p-time Scott family, then A and B are
double exponential time isomorphic if both have universe Tal(|) and are triple
exponential time isomorphic if both have universe Bin(|).
The following corollary of Theorem 1.9 was proved directly in [19].
Corollary 1.10. Let A=(B, A) and B=(B, B) be two dense p-time linear
orderings without endpoints and possessing polynomial time density functions. Then A
and B are double exponential time isomorphic if B=Tal(|) and triple exponential
time isomorphic if B=Bin(|).
A Scott family for an iterated exponential time structure is said to be iterated
exponential time if
(3)e For any finite sequence a0 , ..., am&1 of elements of A, we can compute
in iterated exponential time in max[2, m, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |] a formula ,t from the list
such that ,t (a0 , ..., am&1 , c0 , ..., ck&1) holds in A.
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(5)e For each ,t (x0 , ..., xm&1 , xm , c0 , ..., ck&1) and each a0 , ..., am&1 # A, if
there exists a such that A satisfies ,t (a0 , ..., am&1, a, c0 , ..., ck&1), then we can
compute such an a in iterated exponential time in max[2, m, |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |].
Notice that the obvious clause (4)e follows immediately from (5)e and is therefore
omitted. Again the proof of Theorem 2.1 can easily be modified to prove the follow-
ing.
Theorem 1.11. If A and B possess an iterated exponential time Scott family,
then A and B are iterated exponential time isomorphic if both have universe Tal(|)
or if both have universe Bin(|).
Each of the corollaries given above has an iterated exponential time version. For
example, we have the following.
Corollary 1.12. Let A=(B, f ) and B=(B, g) be two isomorphic iterated
exponential time permutation structures with universe B either Tal(|) or Bin(|) such
that for some fixed iterated exponential function h,
(i) for any a and a$ in the same f-orbit or in the same g-orbit,
|a$|h( |a| )
and
(ii) for any a0 , a1 , ..., am&1 # B and any finite q, if there is an f-orbit of size q
or an g-orbit of size q not containing any of a0 , ..., am&1 , then there is such an orbit
containing an element a of size
|a|h(max[ |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |]+m).
Then A and B are iterated exponential time isomorphic.
2. STRUCTURES WITH INFINITELY MANY TYPES
In this section, we present a more general version of a feasible Scott family which
allows for infinitely many types. We observe that when m=0, condition (4) implies
that each 1-type is satisfied by an element a with |a|2r, where r is fixed, so
that only finitely many 1-types are possible. The other versions of feasible Scott
families possess a similar restriction. Let us now say that a Scott family [,t] for
a structure A is unrestricted strongly p-time if it satisfies the following conditions
for each n0 and each finite sequence (a0 , ..., an&1) of elements of A, where
m=max[2, n, |a0 |, ..., |an&1 |].
(3)f We can compute, in time mr, a formula ,t from the list such that
A<,t (a0 , ..., an&1 , c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1) and furthermore, |,t |mr.
(4)f For each formula ,t (x0 , ..., xn&1 , xn , c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1), if there exists a
such that A<,t (a0 , ..., an&1, a, c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1), then there exists such an a with
|a||,t |+mr.
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(5)f For each ,t (x0 , ..., xn&1 , xn , c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1), if there exists a such that
A<,t (a0 , ..., an&1 , a, c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1), then we can compute an a as described in
(4) in time (max[m, |,t |])r.
Theorem 2.1. If A and B possess a common unrestricted strongly p-time Scott
family, then A and B are p-time isomorphic if both have universe Tal(|) and are
exponential time isomorphic if both have universe Bin(|).
Proof. Following the argument given above for Theorem 1.1, let the Scott for-
mula satisfied by (a0 , ..., an) (and also by (b0 , ..., bn)) be denoted by n . Then it can
be seen that, for each n,
a2n2n, b2n+12n+1
|n |1+2r+1+3r+1+ } } } +(n+1)r+1+(n+2)r(n+3)r+2,
|a2n+1 |1+2r+1+3r+1+ } } } +(2n+3)r+1(2n+5)r+2,
and
|b2n |1+2r+1+3r+1+ } } } +(2n+2)r+1(2n+4)r+2.
It follows as before that the isomorphism . given by .(an)=bn is polynomial
time in tally and exponential time in binary.
Corollary 2.2. Let A=(Tal(|), 0A, f A) and B=(Tal(|), 0B, f B) be two
p-time models of (|, 0, S) where S is the successor function such that
(i) the predecessor functions f &1 are quasi-real-time computable in both A
and B, and
(ii) there is a fixed integer k such that for any a # Tal(|) and any n, if
a= f n(0), then n&k|a|n+k where f is either f A or f B.
Then A and B are p-time isomorphic.
Proof. Suppose that for both f =f A and f =f B, f (a) may be computed in time
(max[2, |a|])c for some fixed c. Then the formulas in the Scott family have the
form
,t (x0 , x1 , ..., xm&1) : x_(0)= f n0(0) 7 x_(1)= f n1(x_(0)) 7 } } } 7 x_(m&1)
= f nm&1(x_(m&2))
for some permutation _ : [0, ..., m&1]  [0, ..., m&1]. Assuming that we write
f n(0) in the form fff } } } f0 without parentheses and that xn denotes x111 } } } 1, so
that |xn |=n+1 for n>0, this formula has length
m } max([ni : i=0, ..., m&1])+m2+9m&3.
The number m2+9m&3 comes from m&1 occurrences of ‘‘7’’, m occurrences
of ‘‘=’’, m&1+2m=3m&1 occurrences of both ‘‘ )’’ and ‘‘( ’’; i.e., one occurrence
for each 7 and two occurrences for each ‘‘=’’, and at most two occurrences of
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each variable xi adding 2(1+ } } } m&1)=m2+m additional symbols, plus at most
m } max[ |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |] occurrence of f.
By condition (ii), if this is the Scott formula for (a0 , ..., am&1), then ni|a_(i) |+k
for i=1, ..., m&1, so that
|,|m2+9m&3+mk+m } max[ |a0 |, ..., |am&1 |].
Thus the second part of condition (3)f is satisfied.
To find this formula, it suffices to find, for each ai , the value n such that
ai= f n(0). For any a, we know that a= f n(0) for some n<|a|+k. It follows by the
hypothesis that | f n(0)|n+k and that f n+1(0) may be computed from f n(0) in
time (n+k)c for each n<|a|+k. Thus the total time required to find the desired
n such that a= f n(0) is
kc+(k+1)c+ } } } +(k+|a|+k&1)c(2k+|a| )c+1.
Thus the first part of condition (3)f is satisfied.
Next suppose that for some (a0 , a1 , ..., ai&1 , ai+1 , ..., an&1), the Scott formula
,t (x0 , ..., xi&1 , x, xi+1 , ..., xn) is satisfied by (a0 , a1 , ..., ai&1 , a, ai+1, ..., an&1) for
some a. Then we have a= f n(0), where n=n0+n1+...+nj&1 for some j so that
|a|n0+n1+ } } } +nj+k. Since |,t |n, condition (4)f is satisfied.
It also follows that we may compute the element a in time
kc+ } } } +(k+n)c(k+n+1)c+1
so that condition (5)f is also satisfied. K
The conditions given in the previous results are quite strong, so that no model
of (|, 0, S) with universe Bin(|) can satisfy them. Thus we give the following
weaker notion of a strongly exponential time Scott family for a structure A, one
which satisfies conditions (1) and (2) plus the following conditions.
There is an r>1 such that for any finite sequence a0 , ..., an&1 from A where
m=max[2, n, |a0 , ..., |an&1 |]:
(3)$f We can compute in time mr a formula ,t from the list such that
A<,t (a0 , ..., an&1 , c0 , ..., ck&1) and furthermore, |,t |rm.
(4)$f For each formula ,t (x0 , ..., xn&1 , xn , c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1), if there exists a
such that A |=,t (a0 , ..., an&1, a, c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1), then there exists such an a with
|a|r |,t|.
(5)$f For each ,t (x0 , ..., xn&1 , xn , c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1), if there exists a such that
A |=,t (a0 , ..., an&1 , a, c0 , c1 , ..., ck&1), then we can compute such an a in time
r |,t|.
We observe that of course condition (5)$f implies condition (4)$f .
Theorem 2.3. If A and B possess a common strongly exponential time Scott
family, then A and B are hyperexponential time isomorphic if both have universe
Tal(|) or if both have universe Bin(|).
Proof. The isomorphism .(ai)=bi between A and B is given by the usual
back-and-forth construction. Let i be the Scott formula satisfied by (a0 , ..., ai&1).
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We begin with a0=0, |0 |r and |b0 |rr. Then b1 is either 0 or 1, |1 |rr
r
and
|a1 |r |1|.
Define the hyperexponential time function hr(n) by hr(0)=1 and hr(n+1)=rhr (n)
for all n. Then it is easy to see by induction that for each n>0,
a2n2n, b2n+12n+1,
|n |hr(2n+1),
|b2n |hr(4n+2) and |a2n+1 |hr(4n+4).
Thus the total time required to compute a0 , b0 , ..., an , bn is
r+rr+ } } } +hr(2n+1)+hr(2n+2)hr(2n+3).
It follows that the isomorphism taking an to bn is hyperexponential. K
We next apply this result to the standard structure of the k-ary tree Tk=
(Ak , Ek , =). Here Ak=[0, 1, ..., k&1]*, the root is the empty sequence and each
node _ has k successors of the form _i for i<k, and Ek(u, v) means that v is a
successor of u. Each node u other than = has a unique predecessor v such that
E(v, u) which we denote by P(u). In general, a tree is highly p-time if a list of all
the successors of u can be computed from u in polynomial time and if the prede-
cessor of u can be computed from u in polynomial time. Similar definitions apply
to other complexity classes. The n th level of a tree T is defined recursively by letting
[=] be the 0th level and for each n, letting the n+1st level be the set of all suc-
cessors of nodes at the n th level. The history of a node is the complete sequence
of predecessors leading to the root. We code a sequence in the language S=
[0, 1, ’, ’, ( , )] in the usual fashion. Then we say a tree T[0, 1]* has a polynomial
time history function if there is a polynomial time function f : [0, 1]  S* such that
f (_)=(_, P(_), P2(_), ..., Pd (_)==),
where d is the distance of _ to the root = in T. The distance d(u, v) may be com-
puted easily from the history of the two nodes by locating the first common node
w=Pi (u)=P j (v) with i, j both minimal in which case d(u, v)=i+ j.
Corollary 2.4. Let A=(Bin(|), EA, =A) and B=(Bin(|), E B, =B) be two
highly linear time, k-ary rooted trees with p-time history functions such that, for some
fixed integer c, both trees satisfy the following:
(i) For any node u, u is in the n th level of the tree for some nc |u|.
Then A and B are hyperexponential time isomorphic.
Proof. In the language of trees, the binary relation symbol E(u, v) indicates that
v is a successor of u and the constant symbol = represents the root of the tree. Let
d (u, v) say that the distance from u to v is exactly d where the distance between
u and v is the length of the shortest path connecting u and v in the tree. Sentences
,t (x1 , ..., xn) in the Scott family are conjunctions of the form

i< j
d(i, j)(xi , xj) 6 
i
d(i)(=, xi).
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For any d>0, the formula d+1(xj , xk) is a conjunction of two formulas:
(a) Ld+1(xj , xk) : (_y1) } } } (_yd)((E(xj , y1) 6 E( y1 , xj)) 6
i<d (E( yi , yi+1) 6 E( yi+1 , yi)) 6 (E( yd , xk) 6 E(xk , yd))) and
(b) (cLd (xj , xk)).
Assuming that |xi |=| yi |=i+1, then
|Ld+1(xj , xk)|=2j+2k+2d 2+23d+15.
This total consists of d occurrences of ‘‘_’’, d occurrences of ‘‘6’’, d+1 occurrences
of ‘‘6’’, 2d+2 occurrences of ‘‘E ’’, d+d+d+1+2d+2=5d+3 occurrences of
each parenthesis ‘‘( ’’ and ‘‘ )’’, i.e., there is one occurrence of ‘‘( ’’ for each occurrence
of _, 6, 6 , and E, 2d+2 occurrences of ‘‘,’’, four occurrences of each variable
y1 , ..., yd , and two occurrences each of xj and xk . It follows that for d>1,
|d+1(xj , xk)|=|Ld+1(xj , xk)|+|Ld (xj , xk)|+6=4j+4k+4d 2+42d+11.
Let m=max[2, n, |a1 |, ..., |an |]. It follows from assumption (i) that for each aj
and ak , d(aj , ak)2c } max[ |aj | , |ak |], so that for any j and k,
|d( j, k)(xj , xk)|4j+4k+16c2m2+84cm+11
and (using |=|=1)
|d(k)(=, xk)|4k+16c2m2+84cm+11.
Since ,t (x1 , ..., xn) is a conjunction of (n2+3n)2 such formulas, we have (taking
j+kn+n&1 and allowing for parentheses)
|,t (a1 , ..., an)|
m2+3m
2
} (8m&1+16c2m2+84cm+11).
Next we compute the time necessary to find the formula ,t from the elements
a1 , ..., an . It clearly suffices to compute all distances d(=, ai) and d(aj , ak) and then
write down the appropriate conjunction. Since T has a p-time history function and
therefore has a p-time distance function, we can compute each d(aj , ak) and each
d(aj , =) in time m p for some fixed p. Since there are (n2+3n)2 such distances to
compute, the total time required to compute all distances is ((m2+3m)2)m p.
Thus condition (3)$f is satisfied.
Now suppose that ,t (a1 , ..., an , a) is true for some a. From ,t we can determine
in linear time the level d=d(=, a) of the tree where a resides. For each i=1, 2, ..., n,
we can determine the distance d(i)=d(=, ai) and c(i)=d(a, ai). Fix i and let
u=ui=Px(a)=Py(ai) be the nearest common predecessor of a and ai . We observe
that d&x=d(u, =)=d(i)& y and that c(i)=x+ y. Thus we can directly compute
both x and y from ,t in linear time. Then using the history functions, we can com-
pute the nodes ui for each i in polynomial time. Next, choose i so that ui=Px(a)
with x minimal. It is clear that ,t (a1 , ..., an , b) for any other node b with ui=Px(b).
Thus it now suffices to compute an x th successor of ui . Observe that in general
|ui |mc, since the history function is polynomial time. Observe further that
x<|,t |. To compute the desired node a, we thus compute a single path of length
|,t | in T, using the history function on ui to provide an initial segment and then
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computing a list of successors of ui . Now suppose that (==v0 , v1 , ..., vd) is a path
in T which contains ui . Since T is highly linear time, we have at the j th level of our
path a node vj of length c j and we need time c j+1 to compute vj+1 from bj .
Thus the total time required to compute our desired a, once we have identified ui ,
is
c+c2+ } } } +c |,t|&1c |,t|.
Thus condition (5)$f is satisfied. K
To get a better result for trees and other structures, we consider the notion of a
stratified Scott family for a class of structures. Let us say that a class C of structures
possesses a p-time stratifed Scott family if the class has a Scott family which satisfies
conditions (1), (2), and (3)f plus the following two properties.
(5) j* There is some fixed integer r>1 such that for each Scott formula
,t (x0 , ..., xn&1 , xn , c0 , ..., ck&1) and for any two structures A and B in the class, if
there exist b, b0 , ..., bn&1 , bn # B and a, a0 , ..., an&1 , an # A such that A |=,t (a0 , ...,
an&1 , a, c0 , ..., ck&1) and B |=,t (b0 , ..., bn&1 , b, c0 , ..., ck&1), then we can compute
such an a from b, b0 , ..., bn&1 , a0 , ..., an&1 and ,t in time (max[ |b|, |b0 |, ...,
|bn&1 |, |a0 |, ..., |an&1 |, |,t |])r.
(6) There is associated with each Scott formula ,t (x0 , ..., xn&1), lengths lt, i
such that, for some fixed integer p>1, for any A # C and any a0 , ..., an from A, if
A |=,t (a0 , ..., an&1), then (li, t)1p|ai |(li, t) p.
Remark. Property (5)f* allows us to use the additional information about the
other model which is available during the back-and-forth construction. The useful-
ness of property (6) in the back-and-forth construction is that since an and bn
satisfy the same Scott formula, we must have |an ||bn | 2p and likewise |bn ||an | 2p.
Theorem 2.5. If A and B possess a p-time stratified Scott family, then A and
B are p-time isomorphic if both have universe Tal(|) and are exponential time
isomorphic if both have universe Bin(|).
Proof. Following the argument given above for Theorem 1.1, let the Scott for-
mula satisfied by (a0 , ..., an) (and also by (b0 , ..., bn)) be denoted by n . Let r be
given which satisfies (3)f , (5)f* and also such that whenever a # A and b # B satisfy
the same Scott formula, |a||b| r and |b||a| r. (Take r2p, where p is given in
condition (6), by the remark above.)
Then it can be seen that, for each n,
a2n2n, b2n+12n+1
|n |(nr)r=nr
2
,
|a2n+1 ||b2n+1 | r(2n+1)r,
and |b2n ||a2n | r(2n)r.
It follows as usual that the isomorphism . given by .(an)=bn is polynomial time
in tally and exponential time in binary. K
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Corollary 2.6. Let A=(B, EA, =A) and B=(B, EB, =B) be two highly p-time,
k-ary rooted trees with universe B either Bin(|) or Tal(|) each having p-time history
functions, and such that, for some fixed integer c, both trees satisfy the following :
(i) For each n, there exists ln such that for any node u in the n th level of the
tree, (ln)1c|u|(ln)c.
Then A and B are p-time isomorphic if B=Tal(|) and exponential time isomorphic
if B=Bin(|).
Proof. Let r>1 be given so that both the p-time history function and the p-time
successor function of a node u may be computed in time |u| r. Using the p-time
history function, it follows that d(u, v)(max[2, |u|, |v|])r for some fixed con-
stant r. Condition (3)f now follows as in the proof of Corollary 2.4. Now each Scott
formula ,t clearly prescribes a level n of the tree for each element of the sequence
satisfying ,t and the length bounds given by (i) then show that the Scott family
satisfies condition (6), that is, |a||b| p and |b||a| p with p=2c. To see that
condition (5)f* holds, reconsider the procedure to compute an element a satisfying
,t (a0 , ..., an&1 , a, c0 , ..., ck&1) given in the proof of Corollary 2.4. Now we can use
the elements b, b0 , ..., bn&1 satisfying ,t in another structure B. Let m=max[ |a0 |, ...,
|an&1 |, |b0 |, ..., |bn&1 |, |b|, |,t |]. Now we know in advance that |a||b| p by con-
dition (6). Thus, using the p-time history function, all predecessors of a have length
|b| prm pr. Now let ui with |ui |mr and x|,t | be given as in the proof of
Corollary 2.4. Let ==(v0 , v1 , ..., vd) be a path which contains ui . It follows that each
|vj |m pr, so that a successor vj+1 of vj may be computed from vj in time m pr
2
using the p-time successor functions. It follows that an x th successor, the desired
a, of ui may be computed in total time
xm pr2|,t |m pr
2
m pr 2+1. K
The structure of the infinite divisible group Z( p) resembles the structure of the
p-ary tree. Z( p) may be thought of as the set of rationals of the form mpn with
addition modulo 1. The height of an element a of Z( p) is the least n such that
pn } a=0 and corresponds to the levels of the tree. We conclude by observing that
the conditions including feasible divisibility as in Corollary 1.8 may be formulated
for the group Z( p) such that any two copies of Z( p) satisfying those conditions
are p-time (exponential time, etc.) isomorphic.
Final manuscript received September 8, 1997
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